Hunter Hydrawise
Smart Irrigation Controller Specials
WaterWise Rebate
$250 on Controller
$100 on Installation
Save $350
Limit 500 Rebates
Available

Hydrawise Irrigation Controller
Irrigation controllers have come into the
modern mobile era, Hydra-wise from Hunter
irrigation allow home users and contractors to
remotely Control and monitor their irrigation
systems.
Users can now Stop/Start, Skip and change
watering schedules manually via mobile or
desktop interface. Also Allows contractors to
be alerted when something is wrong with the
system to allow quick fixes or repairs. They can
now also reprogram controllers to the correct
water restrictions when they change.
Evergreen Blades is offering a Special deal to
all new & existing customers as a Water
Corporation Authorised Waterwise Garden
Irrigator contractor #0373.
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Package Includes
1x Hunter Pro-HC Irrigation 6 stn controller
($520)
Free installation & programming ($100)*
Free 60 months home user Perth weather station
monitoring ($0)
Free 12 months monitoring/adjustment service
by Evergreen Blades ($60)
Free checking of your irrigation system and
repairs.* ($50)
Ongoing training and ongoing Support (Whilst
monitoring/adjustment service active)

Valid until 12/12/2018. Limited to first 10 Clients

Total Cost

$520 Inc GST Save $210

W/Rain Sensor

$580 Inc GST Save $220

Call Paul
0416 174 112

Hunter Hydrawise
Smart Irrigation Controller
System Advantages

restrict them from causing damage to your lawns

Water Savings

and gardens.

Experience professional programming with key
features like Predictive Watering ™ which
automatically adjust start(ET) and time based
watering schedules based on environmental
features, thus, optimises the irrigation system.
Ability to adjust zone triggers that offer your clients
a fine-tuned watering schedule based on their
specific microclimate.

Monitoring Service
Hunter Hydra-wise provide a free 60 months basic
weather station monitoring based at Perth airport,
We all know sometimes it rains in Perth but not
here, so we can fit the optional rain sensor and
change the programming so that if it does not rain
at your place then it will continue to water.
You also have the option to upgrade your plan to

Easily Identify Problems

be able to select unto 5 local weather stations such

Monitor the state of the piping system with an

as Garden Island or private enthusiast via the

optional flow meter. Receive instant alerts on your

Weather Underground weather network.

phone in case of a broken pipe. Troubleshooting is

This upgrade also SMS alerts you when you have a

made easy, for both you and your clients, which

fault with the system.

allows for rapid problem-solving and helps prevent

As a Hunter Hydra-wise contractor, we are able to

property damage.

program and monitor your system remotely (with
your permission), This gives us the ability to

Instantly detect faulty wiring. The

reprogram, Pause, or even be alerted when there is

HC-1201 controller constantly monitors the

a problem with your system. Allowing us to attend

electrical current flowing to your solenoid valves. If

and repair your system quickly to reduce that water

the current is too high or too low, Hydra-wise will

waste and save you garden/lawns.Options:

alert you and communicate which valve is not
working properly. This feature will give you instant

‣ SMS/Local Weather Station monitoring $60pa

notification before any plants suffer.

‣ 25mm Flow Meter $350 Inc Installation

Other Features
‣ Store plans online so you never lose them.
‣ The Hunter Hydra-wise System works with and
without internet.
‣ Ability to lockout access for users or restrict what
a user can do, Great for rental properties to

‣ Rain Sensor $70 Inc Installation and Parts
*1Hr labour, does not include parts. Upgrade is to replace
exisiting <6 stn controller only. Systems not fully operational
prior to work, are subject to further charges where others
works are required, eg re-wiring, replacing solenoids etc.
optional exits are price for at the time of upgrade.
Monitoring requires wiﬁ connection.

